SchoolCashSuite
A simpler way to manage student fees
Created by former school bookkeepers, the School
Cash Suite is a web-based solution designed to track
every dollar ﬂowing through your schools. It is the
only software available that fully integrates online
payments, fee management, digital forms, and
school-level accounting.

1. School Accounting
The simple and intuitive system builds the
foundation needed to successfully manage your
school ﬁnances and automates the manual accounting tasks that school bookkeepers perform each and
every day.
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2. Student Fees & Forms Catalog

3. Community Notiﬁcations

The system enables schools to assemble
all of their student activity fees in one central location and assists in the preparation and tracking of
catalog items and digital forms.

The system has built-in parent communication capabilities to keep parents well-informed of
the fees and forms relevant to their speciﬁc students.

4. Student Fees & Forms Data Collection
The system offers parents the convenience
of online purchasing and access to digital forms to
complete online transactions for student fees anytime, anywhere!

5. Comprehensive Reporting
The system allows for robust reporting to
track payments, ﬁnances, and data to provide
insights into school and district activity.
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Why choose the School Cash Suite?
Clean Audits

Financial Integrity

Comprehensive auditing tools such as
modiﬁed transaction logs, random data queries, and
detailed reports create a complete audit trail
designed to help your district perform efﬁcient and
accurate audits.

Internal controls such as approval workﬂows, predeﬁned user access levels, data validations,
and real-time reporting helps prevent fraudulent
activity, losses, and the mismanagement of funds.

Full Integration

Designed for Schools

The system integrates online payments
and digital forms with school-level accounting. This
ensures the products work together seamlessly and
allows your district to deal with a single vendor for
customer support.

The system was designed exclusively for
school and district users. The School Cash Suite
addresses the unique requirements of school staff
and is simple and intuitive for those with a limited
accounting background.
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